Autoform AB
VACUUM-FORMED TRUNK LINERS AND ROOF BOXES
OEM trunk liners and other storage solutions
Autoform is the leading manufacturer of trunk liners for the European automotive OEM’s.
With a wide range of material and machines Autoform supports the huge variances of needs.
The trunk liners have a perfect fit and are designed for each vehicle model, all done at our development center in
Malung, Sweden.
Autoform works closely with the customer and supports with expertise and longtime experience.
The benefit to have own tool construction and manufacturing gives short lead-times and flexibility for easy adjustments
in the changeable market.

Trunk liner

The environment and sustainability are important. The company have a high level of knowledge in materials that can be
recycled and also BIO materials can be implemented in the products.
An innovative step is that Autoform already is certified according to ISCC regulation, which requires that the company
and its suppliers are certified regarding BIO materials.
The company has started a collaboration with the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in order to develop the next
generation of materials for the customers.
Autoform has many different solutions for luggage storage and the trunk liners are only one type. Trunk boxes and tool
boxes are other examples. Products with different purposes to protect, organize and style, developed with different
designs, heights and features for unique adaptation to requirements. Different material can be used, all according to
needs. To be able to support the car industry, Autoform is certified according to IATF 16949, ISO 14001, CCC and ISCC.

Trunk liner with dividers

Trunk box
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Roof boxes

A roof box is the very best way to increase a vehicle’s loading capacity.
Calix roof boxes, produced by Autoform, are available in various
models from short city boxes to long ski boxes, to suit all possible
requirements.
All roof boxes from Autoform are developed and manufactured in
Sweden and 100 % recyclable material are used.
The roof boxes are made from durable, temperature and UV resistant
ABS plastic and are fitted with side opening from both sides (Dual
Opening) and central locking.
The Nordic Loader Premium has a streamlined design that follows the
contours of the car and creates the impression of a roof box integrated
with the car.
The double shell construction gives a rigid roof box and Nordic Loader
is equipped with the patented Safety Nose for maximum load restraint
and has a safety net for easy loading and securing of loose items.
The H-serie is a family of roof boxes with different measurers and
volumes, and there will always be a model that could be suitable.

Customized roof box

With the innovative Urban Loader can you easily expand your cargo
space and this roof box is perfect for everyday needs.
It is suitable for transporting of grocery shopping bags, suitcases, child
carriages, golf bags, etc on the roof. In compact position, the Urban
Loader is so slim and stylish that there is no need to remove it.
When it is expanded you get 500 liters extra space.

Roof box H22

Urban Loader

